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Clean Water Act

COUNSELLOR TO THE PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF THE
Meese, Edwin: Files
Box 12
Clean Water Act (CM#199)

DRUG ABUSE POLICY OFFICE
Williamson, Richard: Files
OA 5664
Clean Water Act

EXECUTIVE CLERK
Executive Clerk, White House Office of: Bill Reports
Box 85

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF
Bach, Christena: Files
OA 18334
Clean Water Act

Black, Judy: Files
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1/8/2021
Clean Water Act

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS, OFFICE OF
Ball, William: Files
   OA 15330
   Clean Water-1987 (1)-(6)
   Clean Water Act Reauthorization
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Davis, Randall: Files
   Box 5
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 02/19/1982, CM199 - Clean Water Act
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 04/22/1982, CM199 - Clean Water Act, CM 200 Global Environment Resources Issues
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 06/15/1982 & 06/23/1982, CM 258 - Safe Drinking Water Act

Box 6
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 12/08/1982, CM 258 - Safe Drinking Water Act
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 03/09/1983, CM238 - OCS Outer Continental Shelf) Revenue Sharing, CM199 - Clean Water, CM049 Clean Air (Never Got Around To)
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 04/07/1983, CM121 - Coal Slurry, CM109 - Clean Water Act
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   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 02/12/1985, Superfund / Overview of World Petroleum Prices / Clean Water / Endangered Species (with President
   Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment: 03/13/1985, Clean Water Act Amendments / Endangered Species / OCS Leasing
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Danner, Donald: Files
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Dole, Elizabeth: Files
   Box 19
   Clean Water Act – 1982

SPEECHWRITING, OFFICE OF
Robinson, Peter: Files
   Box 10936
   Reception for Congressional Supporters of Clean Water Bill Veto 02/19/1987 (Robinson)
   [Not used]
Meeting With Deficit Reduction Group to Veto Clean Water Bill (Buchanan)
(Rosenberger) 01/30/1987
Statement: Clean Water Bill Veto (Judge)(Rosenberger) 01/30/1987 (1)-(2)

Reception for Congressional Supporters of Clean Water Bill Veto (Robinson)(Hayes)
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